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the first experience with software producers was in his childhood. he remembers playing with his brother, djing and copying all records. the first software was a drum machine and yamaha dx7. he started to learn cubase and logic and began to produce himself. then, the real motivation to learn software came from a friend who was a musician. he sent boris an
audio production book, and the rest is history. since his beginnings, boris brejcha has been fascinated by the acoustics and the possibilities of musical sound. thus, his productions are very diverse and consist of a lot of samples, loops, and different sounds. boris brejcha has been known for his fast rhythms, wild sounds, heavy samples and organic beats. he
believes that his music is more than just a dj set, it's a party. he is known for his renowned high energy live shows and his ability to leave people with a great feeling. in 2007, a year after the release of his debut ep, yellow kitchen, boris brejcha released his first full-length album egoïste. this album was the turning point in the artist’s career. it was a complete
break from the techno-house trend of the time. he has been playing many gigs in clubs and festivals ever since. boris brejcha began producing and djing in november 2006. after both his first online mp3 debut monster ep and the next ep titledyellow kitchen reached number one on many download platforms, he became the new techno shooting star and
started playing gigs not only in his home country germany, but also internationally. this new minimal techno sample pack series brings you kick drum samples in the style of boris brejcha, format b, stephan bodzin or tale of us. this package consists of 50 club optimized kickdrum loops & 50 single (oneshot) kick drums, recorded with high end analog gear. they
are all key labelled in order to tune them perfectly to your basslines. all loops & oneshots are crafted from scratch, mainly produced within riemann's large eurorack modular system using oscillators, envelopes, filters and also different eqs and outboard compressors to shape them for maximum impact on club soundsystems like funktion-one or void. the
package will satisfy the modern minimal techno producer of today who is looking for a rock-solid, bone shaking foundations of their tracks.
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You all know that I became known for Monster. If you dont know, it was my debut album, my first and most famous album. And I released it in 2006. I actually worked with a German guy who got me an opportunity to release it. So we made it for electronic dance music. Now, I made a few albums that followed, but I became more known for the Monster album. I
was in the charts in the Top 10 and 9 years I did Top 10, and thats the most known record that I did. Thats my first big thing. Thats why I started to perform more. And now it’s on the next stage, and I want to be known as Boris Brejcha. But I started with Monster. Boris Brejcha released his first track under his own name - Misters Cool - on Ultra Music. The four-
and-a-half-minute track, originally from his 2011 EP Lifted, has the slogan Up & up you come, closer to the truth. The D&B / progressive house promoter Boris Brejcha has been one of the most active artists with an astounding output of high quality releases in the past few years, and has been performing on numerous festivals such as the Tomorrowland, New
York, Amsterdam, Movement, Ultra, Exit and others. The 24-year-old, the most requested DJ in Germany after Armin van Buuren, started out producing music around the age of 16, later producing progressive and tech-house music. The Diving Bell, which features the vocal sample of Laura Korinth, ranked at number five on Tom’s Top 10 Electronic Songs of

2014. The tracks were released on the artist’s Monster EP and Yellow Kitchen EP. 5ec8ef588b
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